PBIS Teacher Cheat Sheet

Pre-Correct
• Before taking a test
• Before ending class
• Before going into groups
• Before starting a lecture
• Before any transition/change in the class

Positive Praise
5 to 1
10 ways to give praise:
• Thank you for.....
• You did a nice job.....
• Great job.....
• Wow, you.....
• You were responsible when....
• You were respectful when.....
• You were safe when.....
• Great choice.....
• It’s nice when you.....
• I appreciate how you......

Redirection
• Restate expectations
• Proximity
• Move seat
• Eye contact
• Secret Signal
• Behavior Contract
• Call parent
• Talk one on one
• Let them cool off
• Loss of privilege
• Praise 3
• Planned ignoring

Increase Compliance
• Use a direct request
• Distance from student
• Ask again
• Watch your volume
• Allow time
• More start requests
• Ask calmly
• Descriptive requests
• Acknowledge

Active Supervision
• Move
• Scan with eyes and ears
• Positive greetings
• Praise
• Correct behavior calmly
• Use predetermined consequences
• Report problems